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Abstract
The paper deals with testing and evaluation of selected heuristic optimization methods - Random Search, Downhill Simplex, Hill
Climbing, Tabu Search, Local Search, Simulated Annealing, Evolution Strategy and Differential Evolution. We modified basic
methods in such a way that they are applicable for discrete event simulation optimization purposes. The paper is mainly focused
on testing Downhill Simplex and Differential Evolution because these methods achieved below-average performances in the
initial testing of finding the global optimum. We modified these methods and we compared the modified and previous basic
versions of these methods. We proposed different evaluation criteria (criteria express the success in different ways). These
criteria use box plot characteristics calculated from the repeated optimization experiments. We have also tested different settings
of these optimization methods to analyse their behaviour considering the setup of the optimization method parameters.
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1. Introduction
There are many optimization methods that tell us which factors have to be changed to ensure the effective
behaviour of a production system in an industrial company. Most industrial companies have very large, complex and
intricate production systems. The system can be replaced by a simulation model. This gives us the opportunity to
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test different variations of behaviour under different specified conditions e.g. [1]. Simulation can provide us with
often unexpected results that can detect previously overlooked errors in the system e.g. [2]. Another related area is
the area of simulation optimization. Problems in the optimization of production processes are often nondeterministic
polynomial (NP hard) problems, where it is not possible to calculate all the possible variations to find the optimum.
The goal of the simulation optimization is to test various solutions to find a suitable setting of the simulated system
under specified conditions (feasibility of solution). Many of today's simulation software used for modelling
company production processes (e.g. Arena [3], Witness [4], PlantSimulation [5], etc.) use their own integrated
simulation optimizers. [6]
Unfortunately, these optimizers are "Black boxes" trying to combine different methods in order to find
appropriate solutions (in the best case "global optimum", i.e. the best solution was found and there is no better
solution) in most cases and therefore the optimization method used for the solution cannot be identified; user cannot
set the parameters of the optimization method (optimization methods parameters are managed by an optimizer
internal algorithm); the user cannot usually implement his own methods; the user cannot specify a termination
criteria for the optimization run; creating a simulation model in the supplied software – user cannot use the
simulation model created in another simulation software; there is no possibility to save simulation experimental data
to a database (or to create a knowledge database), etc.
We have developed our own simulation optimization application which addresses the problems listed above. It is
also a reflection on the research needs of both academia and the practical sphere. The user can perform a detailed
analysis of the simulation results. The simulation optimizer can optimize the simulation models built in Arena and
PlantSimulation simulation software. The user can also specify an objective function describing the behaviour of the
modelled reality using the simulation optimizer’s graphical user interface.
2. Discrete event simulation models and testing functions
We tested the optimization methods’ abilities to search for the global optimum for three discrete event Arena
simulation models. These models reflect real production systems in Czech industrial companies. Each model has a
specific objective function considering the simulated system and the simulation goal. The entire search space of each
simulation model was mapped to find the global optimum of the objective function. [7]
x The Manufacturing System and Logistics model - this discrete event simulation model represents the production
of different types of car lights in a whole production system. The complex simulation model describes many
processes; for example, logistics in three warehouses, production lines, 28 assembly lines, painting, etc. The
objective function is affected by the sum of the average utilization of all assembly lines and average transport
utilization. The objective function is maximized. Controls are the number of forklifts responsible for: transport of
small parts from the warehouse to the production lines and assembly lines, transport of large parts from the
warehouse to the assembly lines, and the transport of the final product from the assembly lines to the warehouse.
x The Penalty model - this simulation model represents a production line which consists of eight workstations.
Each workstation contains a different number of machines. Each product has a specific sequence of
manufacturing processes and machining times. The product is penalized if the product exceeds the specified
production time. A penalty also occurs if the production time value is smaller than the specified constant (this
rule is defined because premature production leads to increasing storage costs – the JIT product). The objective
function is affected by the total time spent by the product in the manufacturing system. The objective function is
minimized. Controls of the production line simulation model are the arrival times of each product in the system.
x The Assembly Line model - this model represents an assembly line. Products are conveyed by conveyor belt. The
assembly line consists of eleven assembly workplaces. Six of these workplaces have their own machine operator.
The rest of the workplaces are automated. A specific scrap rate is defined for each workplace. At the end of the
production line is a sorting process for defective products. The objective function reflects the penalty which is
affected by the number of defective products and the palettes in the system. The objective function is maximized.
The input simulation model parameters (controls) are the number of fixtures in the system and the number of
fixtures when the operator has to move from the first workplace to the eleventh workplace to assemble waiting
parts on the conveyor belt.
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We tested the implemented optimization methods on four standard testing functions – De Jong´s, Rosenbrock´s,
Michalewicz´s and Ackley´s functions. All visualizations of the objective function of the simulation model can be
found in reference [8]. All testing functions were minimized.
3. Implemented optimization methods
An overview of the optimization methods used can be found in the following literature ( [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14]).
We have identified some optimization methods which are commonly used by simulation optimizers which are
integrated in most recent simulation software. Selected methods are: Random Search, Downhill Simplex [15], Hill
Climbing, Tabu Search, Local Search, Simulated Annealing [16], [17]Evolution Strategy [18], [19] and Differential
Evolution [20], [21]. Previous testing of optimization methods confirms that generating one solution leads to
premature convergence in most cases (depending on objective function type). Different variants of selected
optimization methods obtained from a literature review were united into the algorithm. The user can combine
different variants of optimization methods by setting the optimization method parameters. We specified the
following termination criteria – value to reach, exceeding the computational time, achieving a specified total number
of iterations and no improvement. We have slightly modified the optimization methods regarding the result of the
analysis of their behaviour at the initial testing. [8] This paper is mainly focused on the following optimization
methods: Differential Evolution and Downhill Simplex. The average success of these two methods has rapidly
increased.
3.1. Differential Evolution and its proposed changes
The optimization method uses traditional evolutionary operators: crossover, mutation and selection. The method
uses the principle of adaptive mutation parameter – the Ali and Törn adaptive rule. [22] A new individual is created
by the mutation of the best individual with four randomly selected individuals (they are different from the best
individual in the population) and the current selected element of the population – BEST method. [23] This principle
keeps the diversity of search (diversification - exploration) at an early stage and increases the intensity of the search
at a later stage (intensification - exploitation). The principle of differential evolution is based on the selection of a
better individual from two individuals - parents and their offspring. The offspring is created by the crossing of
parents and creates a new individual (created by the mutation of individuals) - BEST method. The better individual
from these two compared individuals is subsequently inserted into the population. This population completely
replaces the parent population.
To avoid premature convergence (duplication of a good individual to another population leads to faster finding
of the solution but reduces the diversity and converges too early) we proposed the rule: If the difference between the
objective function value of the current generated individual and the objective function of the best found individual is
less than 1∙10-11 the gen of the individual to crossover with the parent is changed with 30 % probability. The gen is
changed to a value which equals the current value of the coordinates + (+ with 50 % probability and – with 50 %
probability) the value of the lowest step in the search space which the optimization method can perform * 10 *
random number in the interval 0 (including) and less than 1 using uniform distribution.
3.2. Downhill Simplex and its proposed changes
This heuristic search method uses a set of n + 1 linearly independent candidate solutions (n denotes search space
dimension) - Simplex. Ordinarily this method uses a set of n + 1 linearly independent candidate solutions (n denotes
search space dimension) - Simplex. We deliberately break the rule of the linearly independent points. The
optimization method could generate the same point in the search space. The success of finding the optimum was
very small in this case. The method uses four basic phases – Reflection, Expansion, Contraction and Reduction. [17]
This optimization method uses the idea of the Nelder–Mead Downhill Simplex algorithm. [18] This method uses
the rounding of coordinates of the point to the nearest feasible coordinates in the search space and this leads to
deviation from the original direction in our case. We performed additional optimization experiments with smaller
steps to test the success of finding the optimum in this case. The success was higher than the success with the
largest steps. We proposed a slight modification of the reduction phase. If the same point (same coordinates of the
point) is generated in the search space, each point coordinate will be changed with 50 % probability to a value which
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equals the current value of the coordinates + (+ with 50 % probability and – with 50 % probability) the value of the
lowest step in the search space which optimization method can perform. After this modification, this method
achieved success comparable to other favourite methods Evolution Strategy and Simulated Annealing in finding
global optimum.
4. Evaluation
If we are interested in the behaviour of the implemented optimization method we have to consider that it is using
the random generation of a new possible solution. Hence we have to replicate optimization experiments with the
same settings of the optimization method parameters to reduce the risk of random behaviour.
Considering the number of simulation experiments we can divide the number of simulation experiments into three
groups:
x

Simulation experiment - simulation run of simulation model

x

Optimization experiment - performed with concrete optimization method setting to find optimum of
objective function)

x

Series - replication of optimization experiments with concrete optimization method setting

Optimization experiments were repeated with the same settings of the optimization method parameters – series.
The same conditions had to be satisfied for each optimization method, e.g. the same termination criteria, the same
search space. If the optimization method has the same parameters as another optimization method, we set up both
parameters with the same boundaries (same step, low and high boundaries)
Another problem is that the setting of the optimization method parameters deeply affect the optimization method
behaviour. Hence we tested different settings of the optimization methods parameters – different series.
4.1. Optimization Methods Success
The first criterion is the value of not finding the known VTR (value to reach). This value is expressed by:
f1

s  n succ
s

(7)

where s denotes the number of performed series,

nsucc denotes the series where the VTR was found. Simulation

runs of all possible settings of simulation model input parameters were performed. Average Method Success of
Finding Optimum can be formulated as follows:
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We tested new modified and improved optimization methods on different simulation models – see Fig. 1. We
can see that the success of finding the optimum of the performed series of Downhill Simplex and Differential
Evolution has rapidly increased. Downhill Simplex method was also faster than the other tested optimization
methods. We have to emphasize that the number of controls (simulation model input parameters) was not large. We
performed more replications of optimization experiments with new methods than in the initial testing to improve the
quality of optimization results. We performed tests for independence of the generated random numbers. We found
that the random distribution was not uniform due to multiple initializing of the random-number generator
(randomize function). Random Search optimization method was not so successful after this modification.
Experimental results and experience show that Differential Evolution converges better than other stochastic
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algorithms. [18] We can agree with this statement after comparing the results of average success of finding the
optimum shown in the following chart.

Average Method Success of Finding Optimum [%]
Average Method Success of Finding
Optimum [%]

100
Random
Search
Hill Climbing

50

Local Search
Tabu Search

0

Simulated
Annealing
Downhill
Simplex
Differential
Evolution
Evolution
Strategy

Simulation Model
Fig. 1. Average Optimization Method Success – New Modified Optimization Methods.
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Fig. 2. Average Optimization Method Success – Old Optimization Methods.
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4.2. Finding suitable settings of optimization method parameters for each simulation model
The first step of finding the suitable settings for each optimization method parameter was the evaluation of all
series according to proposed evaluative functions. [8]
Furthermore, we selected only those series of the optimization where the value of the first criterion ("Number of
Found Optima or Objective Function Values Close to Optimum") equals the best found value of this criterion from
all tested series. We found that the lowest found value of the first criterion equals zero (this means at least one series
had a 100% success for finding the global optimum from all the performed series of the optimization method). The
criterion value is the number in the interval 0 ÷1 (including). This condition was selected because some of the
optimization methods may not be able to find a global optimum with 100% success in the search space even in the
best performed series. We subsequently counted the number of series with a 100% success rate (according to the
first criterion) with a specific setting of optimization method parameter for each simulation model. This number was
divided by the total number of series performed with the selected parameter value for a specific model, regardless of
the success of a particular series. This calculated value expresses the percentage of series success. A series
represents the specific parameter value of the optimization method.
We created a bar graph which expresses the success of a specific setting of the optimization method parameter.
The height of the bar expresses the effect of the optimization parameter value on the optimization method success of
finding the optimum. If these bars of the optimization method parameter are the same height we can say the
optimization methods have little propensity to bad tuning of this parameter.
We found that some settings of optimization methods parameters have a little propensity to be a bad method for
tuning parameters in the case of our tested simulation models, e.g. Evolution Strategy. We can see that the setting of
reflection and contraction coefficient affects the method behaviour of finding global optimum more than the
expansion and reduction coefficient for our simulation models – see Fig. 3, Fig. 4. We can see that some settings
(series) of Reflection and Contraction Coefficient have a lower percentage of absolutely successful series with
different simulation models (Rosenbrock; The Manufacturing System and Logistics model; The Assembly Line
model).
a

b
Reflection Coefficient - Downhill Simplex

Expansion Coefficient - Downhill Simplex

Percentage of Absolutely
Successful Series Due to All
Performed Series

0
0,2

0

0,4
0,6
0,8
1

Percentage of Absolutely
Successful Series Due to All
Performed Series

100

100

0
0,2

0

0,4
0,6
0,8
1

1,2
Simulation Model

1,2
Simulation Model

Fig. 3. (a) Reflection Coefficient – The Success of Downhill Simplex Series –Maximization of Values; (b) Expansion Coefficient – The Success
of Downhill Simplex Series –Maximization of Values.
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c

d
Contraction Coefficient - Downhill
Simplex

Reduction Coefficient - Downhill Simplex
100
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0
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0,11
0

0

Percentage of Absolutely
Successful Series Due to All
Performed Series

Percentage of Absolutely
Successful Series Due to All
Performed Series

100

0,22
0,33
0,44
0,55

0,11
0,22

0

0,33
0,44
0,55
0,66

Simulation Model

Simulation Model

Fig. 4. (c) Contraction Coefficient – The Success of Downhill Simplex Series –Maximization of Values; (d) Reduction Coefficient – The Success
of Downhill Simplex Series –Maximization of Values.

The following charts (see Fig. 5, Fig. 6) suggest that it is heavier to set the parameters of Differential Evolution.
The success of these optimization methods depends on the objective function landscape.
b

Percentage of Absolutely
Successful Series Due to All
Performed Series

Parameter of Adaptive Rule - Differential
Evolution
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Fig. 5. (a) Parameter of Adaptive Rule – The Success of Differential Evolution Series –Maximization of Values; (b) Probability of a Crossover –
The Success of Differential Evolution Series –Maximization of Values.
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Fig. 6. Population Size – The Success of Differential Evolution Series –Maximization of Values.
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Conclusion
The goal of the research is to compare selected optimization methods - Random Search, Stochastic Hill
Climbing, Stochastic Tabu Search, Stochastic Local Search, Downhill Simplex, Simulated Annealing, Differential
Evolution and Evolution Strategy. These optimization methods are used to search for the global optimum of the
objective function. The success of heuristic optimization methods depends on the objective function landscape.
Hence it is necessary to analyse the problem and try to imagine the objective function landscape (multimodal,
roughly linear, continuous, etc.) Some optimization methods generate a whole population instead of one solution.
This feature prevents premature convergence.
Evolution Strategy is a suitable optimization method for all the tested objective functions (little propensity to be
a bad method for tuning parameters). The alternative to Evolution Strategy is Simulated Annealing. Simulated
Annealing has the ability to escape from the local extreme thanks to the implemented approach of setting the
temperature to the initial temperature (temperature expresses decreasing probability of acceptance of a worse
solution). Optimization methods based on pseudo-gradient searching such as Stochastic Hill-Climbing, Stochastic
Local Search and Stochastic Tabu Search achieve almost the same results for the simple objective function
landscape due to their similar nature. We also tested the newly modified Differential Evolution method which
avoids repressing the diversity of solutions (elitism). An advantage of this approach is the faster finding of a feasible
solution but not the finding of the global optimum.
Very good results were achieved with the modified Downhill Simplex method. This optimization method works
by calculating the points of the centroid (centre of gravity of the simplex). We used the rounding of coordinates of
the vector to the nearest feasible coordinates in the search space. The proposed changes to Differential Evolution
and Downhill Simplex in this paper have led to increasing the average success of finding the optimum in the search
space by tens of percentage points.
Optimization methods achieved good success for finding the optimum due to the quite small dimension of the
search space. We defined the quite small dimension of the search space regarding the simulation of all possible
solutions to find the real optimum.
We would like to test the other listed optimization methods on discrete event simulation models with a higher
number of controls (simulation model input parameters) and compare their efficiency.
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